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Abstract
This study applies a photography-based research methodology in a primary school
setting and explores how it can be used to investigate ideas of cultural stereotypes
and differences within local, global and historical discourses. With a focus on a
model of dialogic learning, which provides school children with the opportunity to
photographically record their local area, the study analyses how this model can
enable children to enter into flexible dialogues on local cultures; inextricably bound
up together with global cultures. The research project took place in Stamford Hill,
which is in the borough of Haringey in London. It involved a group of five children,
aged ten years old. A key finding of the research indicates that through the use of
this model, dialogues can be meaningfully initiated from the children’s perspectives,
through their local and family experiences. It also found that local and religious
divisions were perceived by the children through their everyday observations and
that the project enabled an opportunity to critique and reflect upon these
observations and popular local discourses. Finally, the study indicates that the
model and practice outlined above, can open links to residents in the area, and
facilitate analyses and narrative constructions, also led by the children, through an
exploratory, rather than a more traditional predetermined learning approach. Thus,
the findings of this research suggest that the potential exists to contribute to the
development of a flexible and locally situated curriculum that fluidly connects global
and historical knowledges to the experiences of children and their interests, using
photography as a creative means towards challenging stereotypes in education.
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Introduction

My interest in investigating educational methodology and the influence it can have in
forming cultural perceptions is motivated by my experience of teaching at four
London schools over the last six years and at an international school in Milan, Italy.
Through these experiences, I have observed that teachers regularly use unregulated
education websites for their learning resources and lesson plans. I have also
observed that teachers use search engines, such as Google, to source photographic
images. In response to the use of photographs in particular, my stance is that the
range of perspectives and narratives in the classroom is dependent on the
availability of images through these sites. I have also observed that the effectiveness
of learning, using such material, places an onus on the research skills and ‘visualliteracy' of the teacher. Here, I interpret the term ‘visual literacy’ as the teacher’s
ability to discern and discuss the technical and aesthetic qualities of an image, for
example it's composition, resolution, scale or focus; to apply a semiotic approach to
readings of the image; to question an image’s validity and to situate an image in to a
context, relational to the complexities of history, modernity and children’s
experiences. With a focus on the use of photographs in primary school education,
this study explores intersections between the practice-based observations described
above and perspectives drawn from postcolonial theory in connection to culture and
education. It argues for continual change in education and specifically addresses the
need to investigate and develop an active methodology through which the use of
photography could enable children to enter reflexive dialogues on local cultures as
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active members, within which global and historical contexts are present.

As discussed above, the sourcing of educational material online, with regard to
representations of genders and ethnicities, is conditioned by the data available
through open search engines and online encyclopaedias, which are likely to reflect
hegemonic societal narratives. As an example of this, Wikipedia has been reported
to have wide gender gaps whereby, ‘[r]esearch shows that just 16% of Wikipedia
editors are female and only 17% of entries dedicated to notable people are for
women’. Added to this, it is reported in the same Guardian article, that research by
Oxford University in 2016 showed that ‘the vast bulk of content written about most
African countries on Wikipedia was by editors in Europe and North America … while
most entries on European countries are written in Europe’ (Noor, 2018). This
reported research extends to language, political and historical biases.

An alternative source of images might be museums and galleries; as collectors of
global artefacts, they can provide educators with access to secondary source
images and photographs to use in their lessons. The British Museum has an online
collection of historical images that can be downloaded in high resolution, using a
free service. Although the extent to which many museum collections can represent
places and cultures is questionable, due to the complex and colonial histories of
many collections and the dependency on the curators to construct narratives, this
service does provide high quality images for children to analyse and critique. I
question the extent to which these services are being used in schools, with possible
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limiting factors being awareness and time restraints. Autograph gallery in East
London, which was set up in memory of Stuart Hall, also provides images for
educators, the gallery’s mission is to ‘enable the public to explore identity,
representation, human rights and social justice through work produced by artists
who use photography and film’ (anon, Autograph, n.d). Through my own
perspectives as a teacher and photographer, the connection this gallery makes
between photography, learning and identity resonates with my interest in
photography and dialogic methods of learning. I will discuss the latter in more detail
later in this study. Autograph's projects include ‘The Black Chronicles’, a series of
images representing black and Asian presence in Britain dating back to the 1800s.
These images have formed an exhibition, have been made available as an
education resource (Exhibition in a Box) and formed the grounding for workshops
and talks provided by the gallery promoting diversity in education. I displayed the
images from ‘Exhibition in a Box’, of which there are currently 250 copies, as part of
a Victorian topic, on a display board in the school hall where I was teaching. It
created interest from teachers and children; the first question from a Year six pupil,
as I put up the display was, ‘Is it black history month?’ I suggest that this reaction
exposes how the ethnicities of the figures in the images were unexpected to this
pupil and how careful consideration in schools is needed in order to ensure that a
wider range of perspectives and contexts are represented through the images
presented. Further, I argue that adding on ‘representations’ of previously hidden
groups to existing frameworks is insufficient. This view draws upon Stuart Hall’s
ideas on representation whereby he describes a shift in black cultural politics from
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the ‘relations of representation to a politics of representation itself’ (Hall, 1992,
p.253). Within schools it is unequivocal that discourses are actively recreated: as
Hall argues, ‘how things are represented and the ‘machineries’ and regimes of
representation in a culture do play a constitutive, and not merely a reflexive, afterthe-event role’ (Hall, 1992, p.254). Therefore, it is not only the educator’s
consideration of imagery and lesson content that needs attention, but also the
‘machineries’ of the education system and methodologies (Hall, 1992, p.254).

Knowledge, culture and stereotypes

Having discussed the need for educators to consider the quality, context and range
of images they share within lesson planning, this section considers ways in which
current systems, the British school curricula and school policies reinforce cultural
stereotypes and predetermine, fixed knowledge of cultures. In short, the UK primary
school curricula prioritises children building and maintaining subject knowledge and
thinking critically (Gov.uk, 2014). However, many educators and parents have
argued that the focus on testing in schools limits the scope of a child’s assessment
(Belam, 2018). The children’s author, Michael Rosen, has continually ridiculed the
testing system, particularly in reading and writing; for example, ‘a lie: that questions
about spelling, punctuation and grammar have only right and wrong answers’
therefore discouraging criticality and subjectivity (Rosen, 2016). My view is that
exhaustive assessment does have a negative impact on the lesson content; the
need to acutely evidence progress limits content to measurable outcomes. Within
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the history and geography programmes of study, isolated periods of times, locations
and events are listed to study (Gov.uk, 2013). Isolated approaches are critiqued by
Ella Shohat, in the book she co-authored with Robert Stam, titled ‘Unthinking
Eurocentrism’. Shohat and Stam argue that there is a need for a:

relational approach to multicultural studies that does not segregate historical periods
and geographic regions into neatly fenced-off areas of expertise, and that does not
speak of communities in isolation but rather ‘’in relation’’ (Shohat and Stam cited in
Shoat, 2005, pp.138-139).

In this respect, this study intends to provide opportunities for children to discuss local
cultures ‘in relation’ to each other and to take children’s perceptions of the workings
of current everyday life, at a local level, as a way of relating to global and historical
contexts (Shohat and Stam cited in Shoat, 2005, pp.138-139). I consider that a
range of methodologies are needed within education.

What is omitted in the deafening row over “essentialism” versus “anti-essentialism” is
the complex interplay between these two impulses at the everyday level and how
forms of social exclusion and inclusion work through notions of belonging and
entitlement in particular times and places’ (Back, 1996, p.7).

Through considering the use of photography in schools, I intend to investigate how
photographic enquiry could inherently enable children to discuss the ‘complex
interplay’ between cultural essentialism and anti-essentialism ‘at the everyday level’
(Back, 1996, p.7). Antonio Gramsci argues that 'knowledge' of cultures is not meant
in the sense of ‘encyclopedic’ knowledge, perhaps implying a singular, fixed
occurrence, he defines culture as reflexive:
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We need to free ourselves from the habit of seeing culture as encyclopedic
knowledge, and men as mere receptacles to be stuffed full of empirical data: Culture
is something quite different. It is the organization of one’s inner self, a coming to
terms with one’s own personality; it is the attainment of higher awareness, with the
aid of which one succeeds in understanding one’s own function in life, one’s own
rights and obligations (Gramsci translated by Quintin Hoare and Nowell – Smith, cited
in Forgacs, 1988, pp. 56 – 57)

Within the school curricula, language concepts related to culture, including that of
rights and responsibilities, appear within the guidance for ‘Citizenship’ (Gov.uk, 2015)
and ‘Promoting Fundamental British Values’ (Gov.uk, 2014). Language concepts
related to culture such as ‘values’ and ‘identities’ may also enter History and
Religious Education lessons. It is my stance that these language concepts can
become problematic due to their simplification and abstraction compared to real life,
I will return to this in the analysis.

Subjectivity is an inherent feature of history. Gramsci articulated that ‘there is a
deterministic and mechanical conception of history [that] is very widespread (a
common sense conception which is connected to the passivity of the great masses
of people)’ where a person ‘sees that despite his intervention something happens all
the same’, a perceived existence of a ‘phantasmagorical entity’ (Gramsci translated
by Quintin Hoare and Nowell – Smith, cited in Forgacs, p. 244). Where there is
hegemony in a given society, it may be possible that ‘common sense’
generalisations are taught about isolated topics, due to being out of context or
relative to the individual and current times. In Italian, the concepts story and history,
have one word, ‘la storia’, explicitly highlighting the subjectivity of a historical
narrative. In the English language, the ‘histor’ of ‘history’ derives from the Greek
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‘learned wise man’, suggesting that the word history connects academic
connotations to stories of the past. Edward Said’s discussion in ‘The Politics of
Knowledge’ argues that it should not be who provided the knowledge but how
knowledge is developed that is given credence:

Although I risk oversimplification, it is probably correct to say that it does not matter
who wrote what, but rather how it was written and how it is read. The idea that
because Plato and Aristotle are male and products of slave society they should be
disqualified from receiving contemporary attention is as limited an idea as suggesting
only their work, because it was addressed to and about elites, should be read today.
(2005, p.460)

Perhaps the use of the plural ‘histories’ would offer a more reasonable approach by
acknowledging the existence of multiple perspectives and knowledges rather than a
singular, fixed narrative. Henri Lefebvre’s ‘Critique of Everyday Life’ argues that we
have become too abstracted from the everyday, ‘[o]ur search for human takes us far
“too ‘deep’, we seek it in the clouds” (2008, p.132). Lefebvre suggests genuine
change takes place ‘in the unmysterious depths of everyday life! History, psychology
and the science of mankind must become a study of everyday life’ (2008, p.137).
Therefore, as well as multiple perspectives, a synthesised approach to knowledges
of cultures may be required.

Based on my own observations, I consider that it is reasonable to suggest that the
disposition and methodology of the teacher, combined with the policies of the school
and the educational politics of the nation largely affect the extent to which
‘knowledge’, within the subject of Citizenship, History and Religious Education, is
fixed, and that as a result of simplifying events and vast periods of time for the
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purposes of teaching plans, the teacher may inadvertently be inclined to represent
aspects of cultural ‘knowledge’ which engender sociological stereotypes. For Homi
Bhabha, the stereotype is a 'simplification because it is an arrested, fixated form of
representation' not 'because it is false representation of a given reality' (1994, p.10).
This view of the stereotype as a consequence of seizing upon a given way of
thinking may be linked to Barthes's two semiological systems and the idea of myth
as a metalanguage:

Figure 1: Semiologic system of Myth by Roland Barthes, the orising film. Public Domain.
,
It can be seen that in myth there are two semiological systems, one of which is
staggered in relation to the other: a linguistic system, the language (or the modes of
representation which are assimilated to it), which I shall call the language –object,
because it is the language which myth gets hold of in order to build its own system,
and myth itself, which I shall call metalanguage, because it is a second language, in
which one speaks about the first. (Barthes, 2009, p.138)

Through such references to linguistic systems and myths it can be seen how readily
hegemonic stereotypes may be constructed within a classroom. That is, through the
images a teacher selects to present on a given topic, particularly when speaking of
vast periods of time or by simplifying the ‘traditions’ of religious groups that make up
a quarter of the World’s population. An example of this, from my own experience, is
where I was asked to cover The Benin Civilization, The Maya civilisation and The
Islamic Empire, during two afternoons a week over a six week period using the
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International Primary Curriculum guidance titled, ‘AD 900 History of Non-European
societies’. The title of the programme itself is problematic as it groups non-European
societies together homogenously, whilst Europe remains separate. The three
civilizations included in the unit span thousands of years. I came across symbolism
such as African masks and images of the brutal Maya game, Pok-a-Tok, with little
time to consider the mythology I could be engaging the children with through these
representations. There are 42 targets listed for this topic, of which the first three are:

3.1
3.2
3.3

Know that the study of history is concerned with the past in relation to the
present
Know about the characteristic features of a non-European civilisation
Know about the ideas, beliefs, attitudes and experiences of the peoples
studied
(anon, Fieldwork Education, n.d)

It is arguable that constructing a lesson plan for the study of isolated civilizations in
history, spanning thousands of years with diverse, intertwined cultures and
connecting it to the present, requires stereotype-laden generalisations. However,
connecting the study of history to the present is essential. My argument is that an
alternative approach is required. Target 3.2, above, suggests that a set of character
traits exist within a non-European civilisation, similarly, knowing about 'the ideas,
beliefs, attitudes and experiences of the peoples studied' could also be seen as
running the risk of 'simplification', as a result of presenting 'an arrested, fixated form
of representation' (Bhabha, 1994, p.10). I therefore argue that standardisation in
education, where there are fixed expectations to what a teacher should cover
encourages generalisations, stereotypes and myths.
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Dialogic Learning

Having discussed the combined responsibilities of the educator, government and
school, I shall now consider the methodology of dialogic learning in the primary
classroom. This study explores the capacity for developing within the learner visual
literacy skills and the capacity for an interest in criticality. It does this by using
primary research methods and equipping learners with the skills to create their own
imagery and narratives. Learning inherently involves language and communication.
In a classroom, communication occurs between the teacher and the children, peer
interactions and visual and written texts with both the children and the teacher.
Through these interconnected forms of communication, knowledge is constructed
and used outside of the classroom. Over recent decades there have been many
teaching initiatives focused on the active involvement of the learner. An analysis of
these initiatives is beyond the scope of this study. However, It is my view that policy
initiatives can become so firmly embedded that it is assumed that they are fixed and
the original purpose of such initiatives may, as a consequence, be forgotten. A
hypothetical example of fixed assumptions might be whereby student talk is planned
for within a lesson despite pre-determined outcomes for the learning, thereby
deactivating the dialogue. Paolo Freire describes words as containing both reflection
and action and that one without the other results in ‘empty words’ (Freire, 1970, p.
61). Through the use of ethnographic photography and the creation of an exhibition
of images documented by children of their local area, I propose a fluid model
whereby the words used by children are active and have a real purpose within their
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dialogue. Reflecting upon their work and connecting it to reflections about their area
within a global and historical context intends to allow the children to actively recreate
the world around them. Paolo Freire perceives a metaphorical ‘banking concept of
education’, whereby ideas are ‘deposited’ in to another person, as a model of
instruction that restricts freedom (1970, p.45). Using etymology, it is possible to
consider a contrast between ‘instruction’, which implies depositing knowledge from
one individual to another and ‘construction’, whereby the ‘con’ meaning ‘with’
suggests a more collaborative method of building knowledge (Freire, 1970, p.45).
Freire argues that the political elite use the

‘banking concept' to build fear of

freedom using slogans as a device (1993, p.68). Particular curriculum initiatives,
such as the teaching of ‘Fundamental British Values’, are full of concepts
comparable to slogans, such as ‘tolerance’ and ‘respect’ (Gov.uk, 2014). When
searching these language concept terms on TES.com, a popular teaching website, I
found that while there were some valuable connections made to historical real world
events or hypothetical situations, many of the lesson ideas, (listed pages at the time
of writing this study) were about defining the terms or using the terms in a sentence.
With the latter focus, any dialogue amongst the learners arguably loses Freire’s
‘action-reflection’ and the words used become empty. I question whether it is
possible to teach these language concepts within a framework that contains cultural
biases. In order to understand language concepts such as these, learners must
recognise their position and responsibility as active participants. Freire puts forward
‘culture’ as a theme that supports dialogic learning:

One of these basic themes (and one which I consider central and indispensable)
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is

the anthropological concept of culture … As they [the leaners] discuss the concept of
culture, they express their level of awareness of reality, in which various themes are
implicit (1970, p. 96).

In this way, discussing local cultures could enable an open, flexible curriculum,
whereby learners are active in directing the topics and approaches:

The view of education starts with the conviction that it cannot present its own program but
must search for this program dialogically with the people, it serves to introduce the pedagogy
of the oppressed (Freire, 1970, p.97).

I argue that, if the concept of culture is made central to learning, this learning should
not become focused on generalised language concepts related to cultures such as
‘values’ or ‘tolerance’, and that the concept of culture as a subject should address
the complexities and nuances of real, everyday lives and locations. This study
investigates how photography could be an important tool in supporting this approach.
Educational theorist, John Dewey, whilst supporting experience in education, argues
that experience 'sets a problem to the educator' (Dewey, 1938, p.27). For Dewey, it
is the responsibility of the educator to:
arrange for the kind of experiences which, while they do not repel the student, but
rather engage his activities are, nevertheless, more than immediately enjoyable since
they promote having desirable future experiences (1938, p.27).

Dewey further argues that traditional ‘imposed’ methods of learning, mean
‘acquisition of what already is incorporated in books and in the heads of the
elders … and is to a large extent the cultural product of societies that assumed the
future would be much like the past, and yet it is used as educational food in a society
where change is the rule, not the exception’ (1938, p.19). Despite the passing of
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eight decades, and many progressive educational theories and practices, this point
of view still resonates with today’s education system in England. However, it is my
opinion, in line with Dewey’s thinking, that we should not be debating between two
different forms of education, as debating education in binary terms can restrict
logical progress by eliminating mixed methods from the discussion.

Stamford Hill

The research for this study was conducted with five participants; children aged ten years
old who were attending a state primary school in Stamford Hill, London. When searching
‘Stamford Hill’ on Google at the outset of this study, one of the top stories was an
Independent newspaper column, titled ‘Manners, Multicultuarlism and the Battle of
Stamford Hill’ which debated whether or not labelling the Jewish community as rude is
acceptable; the title of the article implicates that a battle ground exists in Stamford Hill
(Taylor, 2010). The article was written in response to the controversy surrounding an
Independent article by Christina Patterson's titled, ‘The Limits of Multi-culturalism’ (2010).
Patterson's column concerned a message to her Jewish neighbours, to whom she
wished ‘to teach … some manners’. Her complaints in this respect included Jewish
people speaking on the phone without concentrating, failing to say please and thank you
and a little boy who did not want to sit near her on the bus. Her column extended to
criticisms of Muslim girls wearing niqabs. The title of Patterson's column could be
interpreted as a belief that a monoculture would be preferable over multiculture, though
not explicit in what the monoculture would embody. The wish to ‘teach manners’ places
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her own position as superior to that of the Jewish community, as a homogenous group,
perhaps suggesting a perceived superiority of culture. The binary relationship between
teacher and student may be compared to that of a dominant host group of people in
relation to minority groups, a metaphorical simplification that can often be found in
debates on race relations. Patterson's column can be seen to exemplify such over
simplification. What Patterson omits from the discussion is the difference and diversity
within groups of people, such as the Jewish community in Stamford Hill or the multiple
racisms that may exist towards these communities. Many of the cultural perspectives that
are articulated in these journalistic examples are specific to the location of Stamford Hill,
what Ash Amit describes as ‘microcultures of place both as routes into racism or
discrimination and as routes of escape’ (Amin, 2002, p. 975). Amin suggests:

deprivation and social exclusion, Islamophobia, popular and institutional racism, and
media stereotyping cast a long shadow across the nation, additional local factors and
the particularities of place explain spatial variation in the form and intensity of racial
and ethnic inequalities (Amin, 2002, p. 975).

The column reinforces the research of Susan Wessendorf, that the Jewish community, a
community Wessendorf acknowledges as ethnically diverse, are perceived by Stamford
Hill residents, as not wanting to mix:
Not mixing’ thus is seen as a problem when it is interpreted as ‘not wanting to mix’.
This is the case among the majority of strictly Orthodox Jews who, according to one
of my informants, don’t want to compromise their culture. (2011, p.14)

Wessendorf’s research, which is conducted in and around Hackney in London,
argues ‘how crucial this participation in mainstream society is in the shaping of
attitudes’ (2011, p.1). In a later paper by Wessendorf, she argues that the
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‘commonplace diversity’ of Hackney is ‘nuanced and complex’ and is ‘characterised
by different levels of social relations across difference, different degrees of
interaction, different depths and qualities of engaging with difference’ (2015). The
article references an anecdotal story from the bus and perceives the diversity in
Hackney to be normalised and peaceful; added to this, she cites ‘super-gentrification’
as a political topic in need of greater attention than immigration as ‘many find it
difficult to deal with the pace of change in certain areas, and the loss of control over
these changes (2015). Reports of many Charedi Jewish families in Stamford Hill
moving to Canvey Island due to rising rent prices would support this view (Romain,
2018). I will refer back to these points within the analysis of this study.

Methodology

As mentioned above, I conducted the research for this study with a small group of
primary school children, in Stamford Hill. A case study approach was used in order
to investigate how a methodology, applied in this setting, could create opportunities
to discuss local cultures within wider global and historical discourses. As the
children’s year five class teacher (upper key stage 2), I selected a group of five
children to participate in the photography project. I had therefore already built a
relationship with the group. The benefit to this was that the children did not separate
the research from their usual school experience. The main criteria for the selection
of the five participants concerned the make-up of the group in terms of mixed gender
and in order to include children working at a range of levels, but generally meeting
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academic expectations for their year group. This latter criterion was applied, as
within the limits of the study, the effect on the intended model of wider differentiation
in academic expectations, was unknown. It would be possible to conduct the study
with groups lower and higher than upper key stage 2. These would each require
consideration of the make-up of the group according to their specific age ranges. All
members of the group speak English as a second language, three speaking Spanish,
one speaking Kurdish speaker and one speaking Turkish. All five are proficient in
English. For this essay, I have replaced the names of the children for their anonymity.

The case study was conducted over a five-week period, for two hours per week,
during the final term of the school year. The drawback in conducting research during
the final stages of the school year was that the research was limited to investigating
the opportunities for discussion based only on the themes and topics that were
raised by the children during the period of the case study. Had it commenced from
the start of the school year and continued over a longer period of time, it may have
been possible to embed themes arising from the study, in to the day-to-day
curriculum and learning activities. The responses of children of different age ranges
to this methodology and how different locations may influence their responses could
be a further consideration for future studies.

Three cameras were introduced to the children: a Canon 6D DSLR, an analogue Nikkormat
camera from the 1970s with film, and a vintage Polaroid camera. The choice of this range
of professional standard and different format cameras was to encourage challenge in the
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way that the children would engage technically and imaginatively in their use of
photography. This criterion connects to Dewey's, viewpoint, as referred to earlier in this
essay, that whilst an educational experience should not ‘repel the student', it should
engage the learner in activities, which go beyond 'immediately enjoyable' experiences,
because these can 'promote having desirable future experiences’ (1938, p.27). The
technology reflects a professional standard of ethnographic photography, thereby helping
the children to situate the study in its ethnographic context and to support their active
engagement in it. The children were given the following basic information on the project
before it started: they are going to conduct a photography project about Stamford Hill, their
images will be displayed in the school hall at the end of the term and the direction of the
project - what they choose to record - will be open to them. The children received basic
technical instructions on the use of the equipment and were given personal notebooks to
record their ideas.

Below is a timeline of events. These are referred to in the analyses sections of this essay.
For each of the five weeks of the study, the participants planned their routes from school,
walking in different directions each time. The decisions on the routes were made by the
children, in order to support the intention for dialogue to be directed by the children.
Opportunities were timetabled each week to review the images. At this point, predetermined questions were given to the children in order to prompt analysis. These
questions were designed to consider the photographs as a type of discourse, through
which the children could contextualise their images, using their own perceptions to reflect
upon their photographic decisions. Further research could be used comparatively to
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evaluate the effectiveness of these questions. The cameras and the questions were the
only directed and pre-determined aspects of the study. Other, pre-determined questions
responded to the children's responses and observations - using ‘how’ and ‘why’. At times,
the children’s discussions prompted instinctive teacherly corrective responses. However, I
chose not to restrict children in sharing their opinions, as this would discourage their
freedom to reconstruct dialogues, or enter in to important discussions. Instead the children
were encouraged to reflect upon their discussions. The intention was to enable the children
to critique their works and to reflect autonomously and with their peers. In school, the
children’s dialogue was recorded on a voice recorder and transcribed in full.

Session 1
Participants
In school
Locations discussed

Out of school - photographed objects

Interviewees and subjects

Irem, Mariana, Pedro, Samuel,
(Birwa absent due to Eid)
(1) Children planned the day’s photography.
Direction: walking left out of the building
- River
- Chicken and chip shops
- Jewish School
- Memorial bicycle
- Church next to the school
- Road signs
- Graffiti on a local school
- Local river
- Wallpaper factory, named Cole and Son
- Wildlife photographer, named Ken
- Cole and Son employee, named Tony

Session 2
Participants

Irem, Mariana, Pedro, Samuel Birwa

In school

(1) Viewing previous week's photographs
(2) Reviewing plans from previous week
(3) making plans
Direction: walking right out of the building
(4) Discussion about Jewish school
- Road signs
- Buses
- Grocery stores and fruits

Out of school - photographed objects
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Interviewees and subjects

- Abandoned sofa
- Jewish schools
- Memorial bicycle
- Female shop owner
- Owner of '5-a-day' grocery shop named Mahir

Session 3
Participants

Irem, Mariana, Samuel, Birwa (Pedro absent for 'in
school' discussion)

In school

(1) Viewing previous week's photographs
(2) Analysis - children's selected photographs
- What / who is in the image?
- How is the image / object constructed?
- Why did you choose to take the photograph?
- What does it remind you of?
- Why is it there?
- Who does it affect and in which ways?
- What questions do you have about this subject /
object?
- What could you do next?

Out of school - photographed objects

Interviewees and subjects

(3) Discussion about memorial bicycle
(4) Making plans.
Direction: walking behind the building
- Polish food shop
- Phone box
- Stamford Hill train station
- Sainsbury's supermarket
- Jewish schools
- Memorial bicycle
- Train station worker, named Jamal
- Supermarket security guard, named Mo

Session 4
Participants

Irem, Mariana, Pedro, Samuel, Birwa

In school

(1) Selection of photographs for exhibition
(2) Analysis of photographs, peer discussion
and written account:
(see questions from session 3)
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Session 5
Participants
In school

	
  

Irem, Mariana, Pedro, Samuel, Birwa and the rest of
the year group
(1) Putting up exhibition
(2) Presentation of photographs to the rest of the year
group
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Figure 2
Images displayed on tables in Session Four (a)

Figure 3
Images displayed on tables in Session Four (b)
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Figure 4
Images displayed on tables in Session Four (c)

Figure 5
The Children’s exhibition, display idea by Irem (a)
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Figure 6
The Children’s exhibition, display idea by Irem (b)

Analysis: Dialogic Learning

I have proposed in this study that the use of ethnographic photography in school
education could be instrumental in facilitating active, reflective dialogue and learning,
moving away from the educator ‘depositing’ their knowledge in to the learners and
by comparison, allowing knowledge to be constructed dialogically (Freire, 1970,
p.45). When conducting the study in Stamford Hill, children were drawn to objects or
places that were familiar to them. This encouraged the children to reflect on their
routines, families and identities; for example, they were guided by their daily routes
to school and incorporated their families’ heritages and experiences in to their
discussions. Pedro wanted to photograph churches as they reminded him about his
church in Spain:
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Pedro:

In Stamford Hill there is a church next to our school. This church must have
been there for a long time. I took a picture of this because it reminds me of
my old church in Spain that I went to. 2018

Figure 7
The church outside the children’s school, Canon 6D, Pedro (2018)
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Figure 8
The Spanish church in Stamford Hill attended by Pedro, Canon 6D, Samuel (2018)
Pedro:

This is my church. 2018

Irem compared the Sainsbury’s store to shops in Turkey, commenting that there are
more markets in Turkey. Birwa took a photo of Turkish delight as it reminded her of a
shop near her home called ‘Hot Nuts’ that sells Turkish Delight with nuts. She
wondered what shops were like in America and Japan and questioned whether they
might sell green tea or sushi flavoured Turkish delight in Japan. As the teacher, I
had not had much opportunity to hear about the children’s family experiences in this
way as typically lessons are driven by the generalised language concepts and
knowledge that form part of the standard school curriculum.
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Figure 9
Turkish Delight in the ‘5 a Day’ store in Stamford Hill. Canon 6D, Birwa (2018)

Birwa:

Turkish delight is a popular dessert in Stamford Hill due to its rich,
sweet taste. I took this photo because it was gluten free and was
bought by a customer at the time. 2018

The children discussed differences in relation to themes such as food, colours and
religions. In one discussion, concerning a white bicycle that had been left in memory
of a local woman who had been hit whilst riding her bicycle, the children questioned
why the bicycle had been painted white and associations of the colour of white in
religion and ceremonies, such as wedding dresses. They made links to memorials
from their own experiences, as well as those in the media.
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Figure 10
White bike memorial on Cranwich Road, Canon 6D, Mariana (2018)

Mariana:

	
  

It’s a bike, it’s got lots of flowers, we didn’t take a photo of the
person’s face, because we felt the parents might not want it.
People are still remembered even though they’re dead. 2018
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Figure 11
White bike memorial on Cranwich Road, Polaroid, Birwa (2018)

Birwa:

She might be watching from the sky. 2018

Teacher:

Why is the bike there?

Birwa:

Memory of a person

Teacher:

Where else might you see memorials?
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Irem:

Grave yards

Mariana:

Cemeteries

Irem:

Same thing basically.

Birwa:

It’s a more posh word.

Mariana:

There’s an old cemetery. It’s so creepy.

Birwa:

There’s one near my house. Its big and it’s scary.

Samuel:

Grenfell tower?

Birwa:

They put like photos and memorials in Central London.

Teacher:

Do you think they’re still there?

Mariana:

You know that thing when a person died, you put a poppy there. That’s a type of
memorial.

Birwa:

The poppy appeal!

Irem:

It’s for to show respect because if they don’t that’s kind of rude. It’s like you don’t
care about the person.

Mariana:

Not always, not always, sometimes they don’t want to talk about it.

Birwa:

Because you can know that they’re always there for you. Basically you don’t just
dig up a memorial, that’s so disrespectful. Because one of my Grandads died, I got
to visit him when I went to Kurdistan.

Mariana:

When you say visiting, you mean go up to the cemetery.

Birwa:

Yeh. My mum showed me where the cemetery was. I never got to go inside it
though, because I was young at the time, my Mum thought I’d get so sad.

Irem:

I never went to go to my Grandads, it’s in Turkey, but that Turkey place that we
never go.

The children made logical connections about the bicycle memorial to family
memorials, Grenfell Tower memorial and poppies. They also understood that there
were moral considerations when photographing memorials. They had listed the
white bicycle as a site of interest during the first discussion in week one. When
visiting this site, the children chose to only photograph the bicycle and not the
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photographs of the woman who had died, as they thought the family may not want
these photos included in an exhibition. When Birwa discussed memorials as a place
to show respect, Mariana pointed out that this was not always true and sometimes
people don’t want to talk about it, perhaps recognising the sensitivity of the theme. If
this study had been conducted earlier in the school year, this dialogue led by
children’s experiences, could have been linked to the Citizenship curriculum which
includes expectations such as:

To reflect on spiritual, moral, social, and cultural issues, using imagination to
understand other people's experiences;

To talk and write about their opinions, and explain their views, on issues that affect
themselves and society.
(Gov.uk, 2015)

Language concepts such as morality, death, celebration, health and food could all
be elicited from the dialogues above. However, reflections on personal experiences
both abroad and locally, through the use of photography can more directly connect
these language concepts to real, everyday life situations. Also, through the process
of the children negotiating how to organise their images in the context of their
exhibition, their ideas and expressions can be more active and reflective. For
example, as the children began to discuss the topic of poppies, the opportunity to
debate war memorials could have been possible. This approach could centre on
Holocaust memorials or the global memorials to Anne Frank, thus making
connections to histories and developing criticality; for example, discussing for whom
memorials exist, who is being remembered and what the design of a memorial may
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symbolise. The language concept of morality is already present in the children’s
dialogue, in a real life context, as the children considered who is being remembered,
who put up the memorial and how the memorial has been presented, as well as,
recognising the effects of their own actions, through choosing which parts they
should or should not record.

Analysis: Differences and racisms

Stamford hill has around 30,000 orthodox Jews, many of whom are Charedi.
Members of this group follow a set of rules specific to Charedi religious values. The
first major movement of Charedi to Stamford Hill was from Eastern Europe in the
late nineteenth century. The second and largest movement came during the Second
World War when Charedi moved to Stamford Hill as refugees and survivors of the
Holocaust. The BBC has reported that a number of families are leaving the area due
to rising rent prices (Canvey – The Promised Land, 2018).

The nature of the children’s dialogue and photography ideas were reflective of the
Stamford Hill location: its large Jewish population and urban high street. An initial
discussion about places to photograph included Pedro’s enthusiastic suggestion of
‘chicken and chip shops’, which Mariana stated was ‘proper London’ and the
supermarket ‘Tesco’, which the children agreed people from other countries would
not have previously seen.
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Figure 12
Road sign, Polaroid, Mariana (2018)
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Figure 13
Stamford Hill high street, Nikkomat, Samuel (2018)
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Figure 13
Outside a Polish shop near Stamford Hill, Polaroid, Birwa (2018)

A discussion about the Jewish communities began in week one and was reflective of
the ‘popular … racism, and media stereotyping’, discussed previously in this study
through the arguments raised by Patterson, Romain and Wessendorf, (Amin, 2002,
p. 975). Although I am not suggesting that the children's observations were without
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any sense of reality, they did exemplify over simplifications and later contradictions.
David Forgacs, quoting the terms of Gramsci, defines ‘common sense’ in a glossary:

Common sense must not be thought of as ‘false consciousness’… It is contradictory it contains elements of truth as well as elements of misrepresentation - and it is upon
these contradictions that leverage may be obtained in a ‘struggle of political
“hegemonies” (1988, p. 421)

As discussed previously, Bhabha’s definition of a ‘stereotype’ is comparable to this
concept, where he explains the simplification is formed due to being ‘an arrested,
fixated form of representation’ (1994, p.10).

Children’s viewpoints were based on personal experiences and real concerns as
well as some quite challenging language of conflict; the children, at first perceiving
binary cultures: Jewish and non-Jewish. This discussion became quite prominent in
the dialogue over the next five weeks as the children negotiated their understanding
of Jewish cultures. Initially, the children viewed the Jewish communities as
characterised by specific character traits. Through self-reflection, the children began
to recognise difference and diversity within the Jewish community, identifying
racisms locally and nationally through connecting the animosity towards the Jewish
communities with that experienced by the Muslim communities in the United
Kingdom. In this regard, they made references to stories they had seen in the media.
This raised great potential to situate the Jewish experience in Stamford Hill within
wider global and historical contexts. For example, researching the arrival of refugees
from the Holocaust during the Second World War or identifying the diverse heritages,
languages and experiences within these communities. This offered opportunities to
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explore and debate current causes and effects of racisms going beyond generic
language-concepts or stereotypical historical events.

During the first session, the children made plans to photograph Jewish schools.
When questioned why they should photograph the Jewish schools, Irem responded,
‘to show that we are better than them’. My immediate reaction to this ‘we’ and them’
perspective was to confront it. I decided not to do this as I had not expected Irem's
comment and needed time to consider my response.

The children’s viewpoints, which later developed about the Jewish families living in the
area, mirror those researched by Wessendorf and expressed by Patterson in the
perception of an inherent rudeness within the Jewish community. During the following
week, I decided to facilitate the participants in directing their own conversations and
when perceptions such as Irem's came into those conversations, to respond by asking
open questions such as ‘Why?’ and ‘How?’:

This conversation took place at the beginning of session two, when children were making
plans for their route that day:

Teacher:

So last week you wanted to look at Jewish schools. Is there one down that
way?

Mariana:

There’s one where I get the 253 to Hackney Central.

Birwa:

Yeh, yeh!

Mariana:

On the bus, it’s full of, it’s full of…
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Irem:

There’s a lot of Jewishes that go in there. So we’re not allowed to go in
there.

Mariana:

Haha.

Irem:

All around there. Everywhere the Jewishes!

Teacher:

Why don’t you want them there?

Irem:

Oh my god because when we’re looking for houses they’re all full

Mariana:

You’re being rude.

Teacher:

Wait wait, I can’t hear everyone at the same time. Irem can you continue?

Irem:

I don’t like the Jewish. They’re rude. They take over the buses. If they
leave then…because my Mum’s been waiting for a house for 8 years now
or something like that, because we need a new house, and there’s no
space for the Jewish.

Teacher:

So why do you say they’re taking over the buses? Do you think they
shouldn’t be allowed on the bus?

Mariana:

No no no!

Irem:

They should, they should.

My interpretation of this conversation was that Irem raised two concerns about the
Jewish community. Firstly, that there is ‘no space for the Jewish’, due to her Mother
waiting for a house for eight years. Secondly, that they ‘take over the buses’.

Irem’s first perceived site of conflict could be described as expressed by Amin ‘[e]thnic
resentment [that] has been fuelled by socioeconomic deprivation and a sense of
desperation’ (2002, p. 962). Irem viewed Jewish families as responsible for her family's
housing situation, reflecting the political climate at the time of conducting this study. The
Housing Association Residents Action reported that:
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Only 11% of Housing Association construction is social rent housing…according to
the National Housing Federation – the association for housing associations – they
built 41,556 new homes in 2017/2018, of which only 4,502 were for social rent. So
that means that about 89% of homes constructed by housing associations were out
of reach ‘affordable rent’, market rent, or for sale. (anon, 2018)

With political and economic factors, such as austerity, most probably causing this
shortage of social housing, Irem, who is likely to have been influenced by her Mother’s
frustrations, has imagined her family and the Jewish community as being in a state of
conflict, rather than considering connections with the Jewish families and positioning their
difficulties within the wider social and political discourses; this would, however, be
challenging due to her age. Many of the Jewish families are reported to have large
families, and Stamford Hill has the highest birth rate in the United Kingdom, which could
add further analysis to this subject (Canvey – The Promised Land, 2018). The reported
move of many Jewish families to Canvey Island indicates that many families are
experiencing a housing crisis in Stamford Hill.

The second site of conflict, reflected in Irem’s viewpoints - is the bus; an everyday space
where differences can be encountered, a space that Les Back and Shamser Sinha
characterise as a ‘micro-public’ (Back, 2016, p. 524). Amin recognises these spaces as
localised, they are ‘a daily negotiation of ethnic difference rather than on the national
frame of race and ethnicity in Britain’ (Amin, 2002, p. 959).

The perceived conflicts arising from the children's dialogues on this topic of
difference provided starting points for group discussions. These sessions, which
were conducted when planning and analysing the photography field work, facilitated
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negotiation and the critiquing of the participants' initial, simplified representations.
The dominant local discourse of ‘rudeness’ had initially shaped the children’s
understanding of the Jewish community, a discourse I had also heard, in passing, by
educators within the school. The contradictions that began to become apparent
through the group discussion prompted a more reflective approach. Within the
discussion above, Irem had acknowledged that Jewish people had the right to be on
the bus and Pedro had mentioned the Arpartheid in South Africa: the children had
learnt about Arpartheid the previous year and they agreed that separate buses was
definitely a dangerous concept. When Irem was questioned about her viewpoint of
the bus, the conversation continued with other children adding anecdotes about their
own frustrating experiences with Jewish individuals. At this point, I interjected a little
more to encourage some reflection and added my own counter anecdotal story, from
my own experience:

Mariana:

They shouldn’t barge you.

Irem:

Yeh, they don’t let the old people sit down.

Mariana:

And they just barge you.

Teacher:

Do all non-Jewish people let the old people sit down?

Mariana:

I do!

Teacher:

But do all non-Jewish people?

Mariana

No.

Teacher:

So is it fair to say that you don’t like Jewish people because they don’t let old
people sit down?

Irem:

We’re not saying that, It’s just my opinion.

Teacher:

Last week you said you wanted to take pictures of the Jewish schools to show that
we’re better than them. Why do you think photos of the school will show that non
Jewish people are better than Jewish people?
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Mariana:

No that’s being racist basically, I didn’t want to say it but…

Irem:

I didn’t mean that.

Mariana:

I think they should get lessons about how to treat people.

Irem:

They are kind to some people.

Teacher:

I met a kind Jewish person the other day when I was with my son, my son was
looking at an ant and a man stopped and made a nice comment about him, so that
was someone who was kind.

Mariana:

Some of them are kind but some of them are not.

Teacher:

Could you say that about non-Jewish people?

Irem:

Sometimes they talk about us!

Teacher:

You’re talking about them right now.

Irem:

Haha! that’s a good point.

Teacher:

You’ve said that you don’t like Jewish people because some of them are not kind
but some of them are kind. If you were talking about non-Jewish people, could you
say the same thing?

Mariana:

No.

Irem:

Yes you could! Because most of the time, non-Jewish people are more rude than
Jewish people.

Through this conversation perspectives were negotiated. Toward the end of the
conversation, Irem had contradicted her previous perception of rudeness within the
Jewish community by revealing that she considered non-Jewish people to be ruder than
Jewish people. Later Irem revised her thinking further:
Irem:

On the bus everyone makes sounds to be honest. Even I make a noise on
the bus. 2018

However, following Irem’s revised viewpoint, the other girls then began similar negative
anecdotes, before being interpreted by Pedro who was desperate to go out and take
photographs.
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Birwa:

To be honest, you know the Jewish lady who waits at the bus stop there? Near our
school.

Irem

No.

Birwa:

There’s a Jewish lady there. Basically every time my Mum comes with the buggy,
she doesn’t move because there’s a buggy coming, she just ignores it and checks
her phone.

Mariana:

Yeh! That happened to my Aunty on the bus. There was a buggy there, it was a
Jewish and then another buggy came and she couldn’t even get the buggy in
because the Jewish person wouldn’t move the buggy.

Teacher:

But, is it fair to judge a whole Jewish community because you’ve seen one unkind
incident.

Everyone:

No.

Teacher:

When I’m on the bus where I live, I’ve seen very unkind people who are Christian,
who are Muslim, who are Sikh, all sorts of different people, but I haven’t decided
that all people who follow that religion are unkind - is unkindness linked to religion?

I left this discussion feeling that although the children had recognised some
inconsistencies in their representations, they were still perceiving the Jewish community
as homogenous, with a specific set of characteristics. Despite living side by side with
Jewish people there seemed to remain for the participants, a conceptual boundary:
Habitual contact in itself, is no guarantor of cultural exchange. It can entrench group
animosities and identities, through repetitions of gender, class, race, and ethnic
practices. (Amin, 2002, p. 969)

It could be said that the Jewish community in Stamford Hill is a particular case
because the ‘micro-publics including workplace, schools, hospitals, colleges, youth
centres, sports clubs and other contact zones of association’ are limited due to many
of the Charedi practices (Back, 2016, p. 524). However, it is also arguable that every
urban space has its own particular cultural and geographical politics and therefore,
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had this study taken place elsewhere, there would be an alternative discussion with
similar levels of complexity. Amin suggests that, ‘[t]he significance of the
microcultures of place’ means that in terms of policy ‘a search for national and
international examples of best practice, seeking to implant them in different settings
or to derive a common standard from them is futile because it removes the sitespecific’ circumstances and social relations that made a local solution workable
(Amin, 2002, p. 967). I believe that the specificity of the children’s discussion about
the Jewish families in Stamford Hill supports Amin’s argument.

The conversation regarding the Jewish community finished on week two but it was
then returned to in week four after a final photography trip during week four, in which
the children had decided to photograph and interview some local people. The
children interviewed a security guard at Sainsbury’s, named Mo. They also asked if
they could speak to some Jewish customers and photograph them shopping, but
none wanted to take part. Back at school, the children discussed that the Jewish
people were the only people who did not want to speak to them:

Irem:

The Jewish didn’t want their photo they were busy.

Teacher:

Why do you think?

Mariana:

Because they’re shy.

Irem:

They probably thought we were tricking them because they’re different.

Birwa:

Because racism
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Teacher:

So they may have experienced racism, so they might be concerned? Can you
think of any other groups of people that might have the same feeling?

Irem:

I think Muslim people, because Muslim people did get terrorised once because
some of them wear scarves. Well a year ago, people were being rude to Muslim
people and I saw something on Youtube and they did an experiment with people
with scarves and people just pulled their scarves off and kissed their teeth at them.

Birwa:

And they might be bullied because in some schools, there was this girl she was
coming home from the bus, there were two girls on the bus, secondary school,
they were being rude to her and calling her terrorist, terrorist, because apparently
some Muslims were terrorists in America.

Mariana:
Birwa:

Remember that time in England there was an explosion and people dying - there
was an explosion right? That was Muslim people right?
You mean the car that went in the bridge?

Mariana:

In front of the house of parliament. I think it was a Muslim person.

Birwa:

It was a Muslim man.

Teacher:

Is anyone here Muslim?

Birwa:

I am.

Irem:

A little bit.

Teacher:

A little bit?

Irem:

I don’t wear a hijab.

Teacher:

Is there a connection between what we said about Jewish people on the buses
and the girls being called terrorist on the bus?

Irem:

They’re not all the same. Muslims, some of them wear hijabs, some of them don’t.
I don’t.

Birwa:

I don’t. Some of them do Eid, some of them don’t and some Muslims actually
celebrate Christmas and some don’t.

Mariana:

My mum met a Jewish person who was becoming Jewish but they were wearing
normal clothes.
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As the transcription of this conversation demonstrates, the children began to
communicate their ideas of differences within religious groups and the causes and
effects of racism: in a local context through their own experiences, and in nationally and
global contexts, through their experiences of media communications.

Connections were made by the children between racism towards the Jewish community
and the Muslim community, and it is possible to observe the impact of both the
mainstream and social media on their ideas. Irem, in particular, begins to connect her
own identity to the topic of ethnic difference, describing herself in a more nuanced way
as ‘a little bit Muslim’. This could be inferred as recognising diversity within her own
religion. Stereotypes and common sense ideas were intuitively challenged by the
children through connecting their own experiences of their local cultures to global and
historical contexts. This challenging of fixed ideas was additionally influenced by the
children progressively acknowledging some of the contradictions present within their
ideas of difference.

Thinking in postcolonial terms about the topic of difference and multiplicity in
education means thinking relationally and contextually. It means bringing back in to
educational discourses all the tensions and contradictions that we tend to suppress
as we process experience and history in to curricular knowledge. (Giardina,
Harewood, McCarthy, Park, 2005, p.164).

As the teacher, it was the first time we had discussed religion in a relational and
contextual discussion whereby links were being made between personal identity, the
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local cultures and stories in the media. In this discussion, difference and racism is
not discussed through ‘the auratic status of concepts such as “culture” and “identity” ’
but through the causes and effects to real lives and ‘the vital porosity that exists
between and among human groups in the modern world’ (Giardina, Harewood,
McCarthy, Park, 2005, p.164):

‘Multiculturalism’, ‘identity’, ‘culture’, ‘tolerance’, ‘diversity’ and ‘inclusion’ are all
terms that have entered debates concerning school policy and development. For
example, many schools organise ‘cultural days’, whereby participants can dress in
‘traditional’ clothing or bring in World foods. It has also become increasingly popular
for schools to present school values such as ‘curiosity’ or ‘tolerance’, which tend to
be embedded in to ‘Citizenship’ or presented during assemblies. It can be argued
that these types of policy initiatives have adopted the approach of ‘adding on’
diversity to core practice through language concepts. However, this research
foregrounds ‘the intellectual autonomy of students by incorporating openmindedness and inquiry’ in to the lessons ‘under the rubric that we learn more about
ourselves by learning about others’ (Giardina, Harewood, McCarthy, Park, 2005,
p.164). Through this practice, fixed viewpoints are challenged, indicating the
potential to involve children in debates that include the complexities that exist within
‘mircopublic spaces’ (Back 2016, p. 52). Diversity and difference existed through
default within this cross curricular model of learning; therefore, non-core subjects
such as ‘Citizenship’ would not need to be taught separately in a way that suggests
that they are separate from core learning.
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Mariana’s comment about Jewish people being ‘shy’ could have intended to
describe the isolation of the Jewish community from their larger local community.
The children’s consideration of how Jewish people in Stamford Hill might feel about
negative or racist experiences, is absent from the previously discussed Independent
article or from Wessendorf's writing. The children had begun to move away from
dominant discourses on differences toward considering their own ideas in more
complex and nuanced ways, for example, such as the effects of racisms on
behaviour. I would have liked to continue the discussion about the concept of
isolation and mixing; however, we were interrupted by a member of staff reminding
us of an assembly. When presenting the photographs of the Jewish schools to the
other classes at the children's photography exhibition, Mariana and Irem spoke
about how their perspectives regarding the Jewish community had changed over the
course of the project.

To summarise, children led discussions on differences and racisms which involved
ideas about groups of people in binary terms: Jewish and non-Jewish. This was
prevalent in the early part of the discussion, arguably the children’s ideas being
shaped by existing discourses in the area of Stamford Hill. However, the children
began to more independently reflect upon and critique their ideas: questioning in
their own ways and through first-hand experiences and observations, the concept of
cultures as absolutes. Recognising specific sites of racism, rather than speaking
about racism as a generalisable concept is vital to challenging racism as ‘there is no
monolithic racism but numerous historically situated racisms’ (Back, 1996, p.9).
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Previously in this study, I have argued against adding on cultural representations to
existing frameworks. I have also argued that history is subjective and relational to
the present. In a discussion on Paul Gilroy’s work on new racism, Les Back argues
that:
this is not simply a matter or building a series of cultural extensions to the edifice of
Britishness. Rather it involves an excavation of the diversity of traces found within
British social formation so that the colours of the union flag develop a wholly different
corona (Back, 1996, p.10)

During the final analysis in session four, children recognised the difference in the learning
methodology that they were taking part in:

Teacher:

What have you enjoyed about this project?

Birwa:

It’s different because usually in class, we do stuff like topics, but we don’t talk
about local stuff around us.

Mariana:

We do talk about religions.

Birwa:

We do talk about religions but we don’t talk about how people act around us, we
don’t talk about the way people are positively or negatively remarked about. It
reminded me about a lesson that you [the teacher] did about someone who’s rude
and they might have had a bad day.

Teacher:

How was that lesson different?

Birwa:

Because this was about what is really happening.

Irem:

We’ve learnt that no one is the same. I prefer this learning.

Mariana:

We get to learn about people, what they wanted to do, how they’ve changed as
they grow up.
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What I learnt from this club is that all cultures and people are not
the same just because one does something, doesn’t mean they are
all like that or all the same culture. If one person does something ,
doesn’t mean all cultures do. Like, some people eat pork, some
don’t , some people where hijabs, some don’t, some fast, some
don’t (Irem, written account 2018)

Figure 14
Cranwich Road, Canon 6D, Birwa (2018)
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Figure 15
Photograph of Jewish school on Cranwich Road, Nikkormat, Birwa (2018)

Figure 16
Photograph of Jewish school on Cranwich Road, Nikkormat, Birwa (2018)
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Figure 16
Photograph of Jewish school on Cranwich Road, Nikkormat, Birwa (2018)

Analysis: Redesigning the discourse

In this final section of the essay, I shall present examples of the visual work of the
children alongside their commentaries. The residents the children approached from
Stamford Hill, were from a range of countries including England, Nigeria, Turkey and
Pakistan. However, this was not the focus of the children’s discourse. Instead, the
children made more flexible connections to local residents, thereby facilitating their
own, non-predetermined analyses and narrative constructions. The children were
interested in the childhood dreams of the residents and found that four out of five
residents wanted to be pilots when they were younger. The children presented the
theme of ‘dreams’ in their final exhibition. Taking an active role, they encountered
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‘what is really happening’, learning to use the cameras and meeting people in the
area. The Citizenship curriculum for key stage two states that children should:
meet and talk with people (for example, people who contribute to society through
environmental pressure groups or international aid organisations; people who work in
the school and the neighbourhood, such as religious leaders, community police
officers) (Gov.uk, 2014)

The cameras gave the children a catalyst to engage with people whom they would
not normally meet; it was an experience that differed to a school trip whereby the
encounters and information the children are given tend to be predetermined. From a
community perspective, most of the people the children spoke to were extremely
willing to spend time talking to them about what they were doing and most
expressed a wish to do anything more to support the children and their learning. As I
am not a resident of the area, the children were able to direct me to sites of interest
and discuss routes we should take. The first person the children met was Tony, a
worker from ‘Cole and Son’, a local wallpaper factory. Tony said that he was
appreciative of the work that was being done with the children in the area that he
‘grew up in' and that 'has a very sentimental place in [his] heart’ (Tony, 2018). This
photography study enabled the children to meet a wide range of people and it
provided them with the means to explore their own interests for inquiry. It also
afforded an opportunity for the people and places of Stamford Hill to be recorded
and represented, by children from that same area.
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Figure 17
Tony, worker a Cole and Son, Canon 6D, Pedro 2018

Pedro:

	
  

This is Tony and I chose to take this photo to show people what
people do in Stamford Hill. He wanted to be a pilot but he isn’t, he
packs wallpaper. 2018
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Figure 17
Cole and Son', Polaroid, Pedro (2018)

Along the local river, where Mariana directed us to, we met Ken, a resident who had
been living in the area for just three years. As we walked down to the murky-looking
river, in its urban surroundings, there was no one around until Ken walked down with
his zoom lens. He was keen to explain to the children that he was a wildlife
photographer and that he was at the river because there was a rare type of
dragonfly living there. The children had lots of questions about his career choices.
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Figure 18
Ken, a wildlife photographer at New River, Canon 6D, Irem (2018)

Pedro:

	
  

So this man is called Ken, we met on the first day of our photography
workshop and he was a photographer and he had a big lens, he
could literally take a picture of a dragonfly up close. I wish we could
see him again. 2018
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Figure 19
Reflection in New River, Canon 6D, Irem (2018)

Figure 19
Ken’s dragonfly photograph, Canon 6D, Irem (2018)
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At the train station the children spoke to Jamal, who was working. Mariana
interviewed him and found out that he had only been in the UK for six months,
having moved from Pakistan. He showed the children all around the station and told
them that he enjoyed meeting lots of different people in his job.

Figure 20
Jamal, worker at Stamford Hill station, Nikkormat, Pedro (2018)

Pedro:

	
  

Can you stand with your arms crossed? 2018
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Figure 21
Painting at Stamford Hill station, Canon 6D, Mariana (2018)

Mariana:

	
  

I chose this photo because I wanted to show that in Stamford Hill
there are different cultures and religions. 2018
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Figure 22
Stamford Hill station, Canon 6D, Mariana (2018)

Figure 22
Stamford Hill train station, Nikkormat, Pedro (2018)
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Pedro:

At night time, I will go, I’d like to see it with a camera. There is [sic]
stations in Spain, other countries, you might find lots of overgrounds
and undergrounds around the World, they might have different
designs. It reminds me of going home. 2018

In the high street the children met a shop assistant and shop owner at two different
shops, both from Turkey. The female shop assistant did not give consent for her
photograph to be used in this report. Mahir, the shop owner, showed the children
around the shop and explained how he sold healthy foods and gluten free products.

Figure 23
Mahir, owner of ‘5 a Day’, photograph, Canon 6D, Pedro (2018)
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Figure 24
Mahir, owner of ‘5 a Day’, Nikkormat, Pedro (2018)

Irem:

	
  

We decided to take a picture of a shop keeper who works in the new shop ‘5 a Day’
and he said that he wanted to be a pilot and he told us that he sells gluten free food.
He told us that he is Turkish and so am I. He told us that he is still looking for workers
in his shop. 2018
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Figure 2
Mo, security guard at Sainsbury’s in Stamford Hill, Polaroid, Irem (2018)

Irem:

	
  

This is Mo, he is from Nigeria but his family live here. When he was small he
wanted to be pilot, but he didn’t make it, but it was his dream. He likes his job
because it is quiet. 2018.
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Finally Samuel, the least vocal member of the group, presented photographs of
objects rather than people and focused on the more unusual or discarded aspects of
Stamford Hill. He titled his photographs, in a similar way to a photographic artist. His
photographs were titled, ‘Abandoned Sofa’, ‘Weird Fruits’ and ‘Plants in Strange
Places’. He also photographed an abandoned shopping trolley and graffiti. Although
he did not discuss the photographs in as much detail as his peers, the objects
recorded added a different angle to the exhibition, with a distinct theme running
throughout his photographic choices. Arguably, these images show a ‘real’
representation of Stamford Hill, through photographing objects that may typically be
seen as unworthy of recording. According to Samuel, they communicate the local
culture.

Figure 25
“Abandoned sofa” Stamford Hill high street, Canon 6D, Samuel (2018)
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Conclusion

This essay has investigated an ethnographic photographic research methodology,
which was applied in a primary school setting. Through conducting a case study, it
considered what actually happens when primary school children, using this
methodology, can choose subject matter for their own photographic recording and
when discussion on the photographs they have taken prompts discussion. In this
way, the study has questioned the contemporary validity of traditional and isolated
approaches to the teaching of historical and global topics, and has raised concerns
about the expansion, maintenance and recreation of hegemonic stereotypes. The
online sourcing and use in the classroom, by teachers, of images and lesson content
exemplifies these secondary research approaches. Through the application and
analysis of the primary research methods that were applied by the children through
their own photographic work, this essay has argued that this can afford children
greater control over what they choose as subject matter, what interests them in the
subjects they choose and what they want to discuss.

A major and unanticipated finding from the study was that the process by which the
children photographically recorded their neighborhood acted as a catalyst for the
initiation of their own locally specific discourse about Jewish communities in the area.
The dialogue of the children reflected viewpoints commonly expressed in the media
and those potentially formed in response to family and economic situations specific
to contemporary politics.
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The case study afforded the opportunity to reconstruct popular local discourses
through open questioning and encouraging active learning with an emphasis on
taking critical rather than passive standpoints. With the limitation of the study
involving a small group of children within a five-week period, the study focused on
the opportunities to elicit initial dialogues about local cultures and how this could
begin to make connections to global and historical contexts.

The study has shown that there is the potential to develop connections between
local cultures, historical and global contexts and how this could be practically
incorporated in to the curriculum, in ways whereby inquiry is directed and discussed
by children. In this way, the research lays the groundwork for future research that
has the potential to explore connections between photography, education, racism
and stereotypes. This model also has the potential to work alongside other important
work that is already being done to close gaps in representation through the
production of educational materials about previously hidden ethnicities and genders.

This study, although limited by time and its range of case study material, strongly
identifies and justifies the need for further studies of this kind, for example
incorporating different age groups and parts of the world. Globally, the study shows
that schools around the World could cooperate in exchanging primary, first hand
images, of their neighborhoods and by doing this to counter the expansion and
maintenance and recreation of hegemonic stereotypes.
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